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On several occasions in the second half of the Twentieth Century.-in 1964, in 

1972 and again in 1984~the world narrowly escaped an all out atomic waro In each case, 

the escape was due more to for uitous circumstances than to the wisdom of the policies 

pursued by the statesmen. 

That the bomb would pose a novel problem to the world was clear as early as 1946o 

It was not clearly recognised . however, that the solution of this problem would involve 

political and technical considerations, in an inseparable fashion. In America, few 

statesmen were aware of the echnical considerations, and, prior to Sputnik, few 

scientists only were aware of the political considerations. After Sputnik, James B. 

Killian was appointed by President Eisenhower, on a full-time basis, as Chairman of the 

President's Science Advisory Committee, and,thereafter, a number of distinguished scientists 

were drawn into the work of the Committee and became aware of all aspects of the problem 
:.J, 

posed by the bomb. 

Why then- so one may ask - did scientists in general and the President's Science 

Advisory Committee in par icular, fail to make a major contribution to the solution of 

this problem. The slogan that "scientists should be on tap but not on top". which gained 

currency in Washington, may have had something to do with this failure. Of course, 

scien ists could not possibly be on top in Washington, where policy - if it is made at 

all - is made by those who operate rather than by those who are engaged in policy planningo 

But what those who coined this slogan, and those who parroted it, appar~ntly meant was, 

that scientists must not concern themselves with devising and proposing policies ; they 

ought to limit themselves to answering such technical questions as may be posed to themo 

Thus, it may well be. that in the 1960's the scientists gave the wrong answers, because 

they were asked the wrong questions. 

In retrospect, it would appear that among the numerous recommendations made by the 

President's Science Advisory Committee there was only one which has borne fruit. At some 
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point or othero the Committee had r ecommended ~.1at there be set up p at the opportune 

time o a major joint Russian/American r esearch pro j ect in some field of knowledge having 

no r el evance to he national defence p or t o any of the politically controversial issues. 

The setting up 1n 1963 of the Biological Research Institute in Vienna under a Russian and 

American agreement was in l1ne with this general r ecommendation of the Committee. 

Subsequentlyo when he Vienna Institute came to be established , both the American 

and the Russian molecular bi ologists manifested a curious predilection for t his Institute. 

Because most of t hose who applied for a staff position were distinguish~d scientists o even 

t hough compara ively young , practically all of those applied were accepted. 

This was generally regarded a hat time as a major set-back for this young branch 

of sc ience in Russia as well as in America 9 and t here were those who accused Semjon 

Br esler of having played the ro e of the Pied Pi per. There may have been a grain of 

t ruth in this accusation inasmuch as a conference on molecular biology which was held in 

Leningrad i n 1961 may have been due t o his initiative. Bresler spent a few months in 

Amer i ca in 1960 surveying the advances in molecular biology. He was so impressed by what 

he saw that he decided to do some hing to stimulate this new branch of science in his 

na ive Russia . The Leningrad Confer ence was attended by many Americans. It was the 

first time that American and Russian molecular biologists came into contact with each 

other and t he fr i endshi ps t hat formed on t his occasion between t hem were to last a 

lifetime. 

When the first scientific communications came out the Vienna Institute o it came as 

a surprise to everyone that they were not in t he field of molecular biology 0 but concerned 

t hemselves with t he i nt ellec ual capacity of the dolphins. 

That the organization of t he brain of the dolphin has a complexity comparable 

to t hat of Man had been known for a long t ime. In 1960 9 Dr. John C. Lilly reported that 

t he dolphins might have a language of t heir own , that they were capable of imitating human 

speech and hat t he in elligence of the dolphins might be equal to that of humans 0 or 

possible even superior to i • This r eport made enough of a stir, at that time, to hit 

t he front pages of t he newspapers. Subsequent attempts to learn the language of t he 

dolphins v to communicate wi · h them and to t each them, appeared to be discouraging 9 however , 



and it was generally assumed that Dr. Lilly may have over-rated their intelligence. 

In contrast to this view. the very first communication from the Vienna Institute 

took the position that previous failures to communicate with the dolphins might not have 

been due to a lack of intellectual capacity but rather to a lack of motivation. In a 

second communication the Vienna Institute disclosed that the dolphins proved to be 

extraordinarily fond of Sell's liver past e, that they became quickly addicted to it and 

that the expectation of being rewarded by being fed this particular brand of liver paste 

could motivate t hem to perform intellectually strenuous tasks. 

A number of subsequent communications from the Institute concerned themselves 

with objectively determining the exact l~it of the intellectual capacity of the dolphins. 

These communications gradually revealed t hat the intelligence of the dolphins far 

surpassed that of Man. However , on account of t heir mode of life, the dolphins were 

ignorant of the facts, and thus t hey have not been able to put their intelligence to good 

use in the past. 

Having learned the language of the dolphins and established communications with 

them, the staff of the Institute began to t each them first mathematics, next chemistry 

and physics, and subsequently biology. The dolphins acquired knowledge in all of these 

fields with extraordinary rapidity and, in time, they began to suggest to the staff 

experiments in the biological field. It soon became apparent that the staff of the 

Institute might be relegated to performing experiments1 t hought up by the dolphins. 

During the first t hree years of the operation of the Institute all of its publica

tions related to the intellectual capacity of the dolphins. The communications issued in 

the fourth year, five in number, were however all in the field of molecular biology. 

Each one of these communications reported a major advance in this field and was issued, 

not in the name of the staff members who had actually performed the experiments, but 

in the name of the dolphins who had suggested them. (At the time when they were brought 

into the Institute . the dolphins were each designated by a Greek syllable and they retained 

this designation for life.) 

Each of the next five Nobel Prizes for biology was awarded for one or another of 



these advances. Since it was legally impossible, however, to award the Nobel Prize 

to a dolphin; all the Awards wer e made t o the Institute as a wholeo Still, the credit 

went to the dolphins 9 of course 9 who derived much prestige from these Awardsi and their 

prestige was to increase fur her , in the years to come, until it reached almost 

fabulous proportions. 

In the fifth year of i t s operat ion, the Institute isolated a mutant form of a 

strain of commonly occurring algae, which secreted a broad-spectrum antibiotic and was 

able to fix nitrogenG Because of t hese two characteristics, these algae could he grown 

in the open, in improvised ditches fj.lled with water, and they did not require the 

addition of any nitrates 9 as fertili zer. The protein extracted from them had excellent 

nutrit ive qualities and a very pl easant tasteG 

Th~ algae, the process of growing them, the process of extracting their protein 

content, as well as the protein product i self. were patented by the Institute in the 

name of the dolphins - the original inventors - and the patents were assigned to a non

profit corporation, the Amruss Corpora ion 9 created for the purpose. When the product 

was marketed, under the trade name of Amruss, this corporation collected royalties 

which it transmitted to the Institute. 

If taken as a protein substitute in adequate quantities, Amruss markedly 

depresses the fertility of women but has no effect on the fertility of men. 

Amruss seemed to be the answer to the prayer of countries like India~ India had 

a severe immediate problem of food shortage; and she had an equally severe long-term problem 

because her population increased at the rate of five million per yearo 

Amruss sold at about one-t enth of the price of soya bean protein and 9 in the 

first few years of its production, the demand greatly exceeded the supply. It also 

raised a major problem for the Catholic Churcho At first, Rome took no official position 

on the consumption of Amruss by Catholics. but left it to the individual Bishop to issue 

such ruling for his diocese as he deemed advisable. In Puerto Rico the Catholic Church 

simply chose to clos~an eye. In a number of South American countries, however, the 

Bishops took the position that partaking of Amruss was a mortal sin, no different from 
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other forms of the practice of contraception. 

In timee this atti t ude of t he Bishops t hreatened to have serious consequences for 

the Church, because it t ended o undermine t he institution of the confession. In countries 

such as El Salvadorp Equador. Nicaragua and Peru, women gradually got tired of confessing 

again and again to having commi t ed a mortal sin and to be told again and again to do penance; 

in the end they simply stopped going t o confession& 

When the decline in t he numbers of t hose who went to confession became conspicuous, 

if came to the at tent ion of the Pope. As is generally known, in the end the issue was 

settled by the Papal Bull "Food being essential for maintaining life o••••" which stressed 

that Catholics ought not t o be expected to starve when food was available& Thereafter, 

bishops uniformly took the positi on hat Amruss was primarily a food and not a contraceptive. 

The income of t he Inst i t ut e p from t he royalties collected, rapidly increased from 

year to year and wit hin a few years i t came to exceed the subsidies from the American 

and Russian Governments. Because the Institute had internationally recognised t~free 

status the royalties were not subj ect to taxo 

The first major invest ment made by the Amruss Corporation was the purchase of 

television stations in a number of cit ies all over the worldo Thereafter, the television 

programmes of these st ations carried no advertising. Since they no longer had to aim 

their programmes at the largest possible audience, there was no longer any need for them 

to cater to the tast e of morons. This freedom from the need of maximising their audience 

led to a rapid evolution of t he ar t of television, the potential of which had been 

frequently surmised but never actually realized. 

One of the major television programs carried by the Amruss stations was devoted 

to the discussion of "political issues". The function of thE:: "Voice of the Dolphins"-as 
\~~ program was called~ was t o cl arify whatJ 
Ythe issues really were ; in taking up an issue the "Voice" would discuss what the several 

possible solutions were and indicate in each case what the price of that particular 

solution may be expected t o be. A booklet , circulated by the "Voice of the Dolphins" 

program,set forth why the progr am set itself this particular task, as follows; 

Political issues were often complex, but they were rarely anywhere as deep as the 

scientific problems which had been solved in the first half of the century. These 



scientific problems had been solved with such amazing rapidity because they had been 

constantly exposed o discussions among scientists, and thus it appeared reasonable to 

expect that the solution of poli ical probl ems could be greatly speeded up also if they 

were subjected t o t he same kind of discussiono The discussions of political problems by 

politicians were much l ess productive because they differed in one important respect from 

the discussions of scien ific problems by scientistso When a scientist says something, 

his colleagues must ask t hemselves only whether it is true. When a politician says something, 

his colleagues must first of all ask "why does he say it?" ; later on they may or may not 

get around to asking whether it happens to be truee A politician is a man who thinks he 

is in possession of the trut h and knows what needs to be done; thus his only problem is 

to persuade people to do what needs to be donee Scientists rarely think that they are in 

the full possession of the truth and a scientist's aim in a discussion with his colleagues 

is not t0 persuade but to clarifyo I t was clarification rather than persuasion what it 

took in the pas to arrive at t he sol ution of the great scientific problems. 

Because the 'task of the "Voice11 was to clarify rather than to persuade, the "Voice" 

did not provide political leadership, but by clarifying what the issues were in the field 

of politics the 11 Voice11 made it possible for intellectual leadership to arise in this field. 

A number of political scientist s were invited to join the Institute at the time 

when the "Voice of the Dolphins" went into operation and the first suggestion of the 

dolphins in the political field was made oneyear latero At that time the dolphins 

proposed that the United Nations set up a Commission in every South American capital 

and that these Commissions function along the lines of the U.N. Commission that had been 

in operation in Bolivia since 1950& That Commission was advising the Bolivian Government 

on all ma ters pertaining o t he economic welfare of the nation; in addition, it made 

available trained personnel on whom the Bolivian Government could draw, if it wanted to 

put into effect any of t he Commission's recommentations. 

This proposal of the dolphins was generally regarded as wholly unrealistic. It was 

pointed out, that the governments of the South American nations did not operate in a vacuum, 

but were subject to numerous political pressures from private interests. It was freely 



predicted therefore t hat any attempt on t he part of a U.N. Commission to influence the 

action of t he Gover nment 9 o which i was accredited, would be frustrated by the influence 

of the privat interests 9 no matter how sound t he advice might be. But such was the 

presti ge of the dol phins that their pr oposal 9 formally submitted to the United Nat ions by 

Uruguay e was adopt ed by a two= thirds majority of the General Assembly , after it had been 

vetoed in the Securit y Council. 

Still , t he sceptics migh well have t urned out to be right, had it not been for the 

act ivities of t he "special agencies" which t he Vienna Institut e established in every one 
special 

of the South American capitals where a U.N. Commission was in operation. These/agencies 

had no policy of t heir own; all they did was t o support t he policies of the local United 

Nations Commissionse All of t hem operated on a rather l imit ed budget, of less t han $15 

million a year , yet t he conspi cuous success of t he "Commissions" in South America may have 

to be attributed to t heir activities. The amount s which these "special agencies 11 spent , 

small t hough they were, were spen excl usively for the purpose of bribing the members of 

the government in office o do what was i n the public interest to do 9 rather than to yield 

t o the pr essures of private inter est s . 

Had it not been for t he extra income of the Vienna Institute , derived from t he sale 

of Amruss , its activities woul d have come to an end at the time of the Communist 

revolution in Iraq 9 when all Russian- Amer i can agreements were cancelled. 

In order t o make t he subsequent event s fully understandable to the reader it might 

be well t o recapitulate here t he main events which preceded t he Communist uprising in Iraq. 

Between 1962 and 1965 the world passed through an agonizing t ransitional phase in 

t he so-called atomic stalemateo At t he beginning of this period America still had to rely 

on intermediat e range rockets launched from foreign bases located in the goegraphical 

proximity of Russia. Russia, on t he other hand, had no foreign bases, nor was she in need 

of any , since she possessed an adequate stockpile of long-range rockets which could be 

launched from bases inside of Russia and which were capable of carrying hydrogen bombs 

large enough to demolish a city. By 1965 America had an adequate stockpile of such 

long-range rockets also and , t hereafter, she was no longer in need of having foreign bases 
either. 
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By 1965 America and Russia were capable of destroying each other to any desired 

degree, by means of long=range rocke s which could be launched from trucks or railroad 

cars that were kept constantly on t he move. From 1965 on 9 it would have been impossible 

for either Russia or America o destroy by one single sudden blow the power of the other 

to strike a devastating coun er blow. With t he fear of a surprise attack thus eliminated 9 

the atomic stalemate began to gain a s ability which it did not formerly possesse 

As t he world moved closer and closer o the long~range rocket stage of the stalemate 0 

nations like France 0 I taly 9 Wes ern Germany and Japan realized more and more clearly that 

they could not count on Ameri can pro ection if t hey got involved in a war with Russia; 

America could hardly have been expected o risk the loss of her own cities for the sake 

of protecting theirs. This consideration led t o an increasingly strong demand on the part 

of these nations for having under their own controLhydrogen bombs and rockets suitable for 

their deli~eryQ America might have r esisted such demands had it not been for the fact that 

by then America had begun to l ook upon her allies more and more as potential liabilities 

rather than pot ential assetse America felt inclined to provide her allies with bombs and 

rockets which they could use in t heir own defence if the necessity arose and thus to free 

herself from any moral commit ment to defend themo 

Not long after America undert ook to provide France, Germany, Italy and Japan with 

their own long~range rocket and bombs , Russia decided to provide China with the bombs 

and rockets that China felt she needed for her security. The Central African Federation 

which was initially formed to constitute a Non-Nuclear Block was not provided with bombs 

and rockets until about ten years later. 

By 1965, people in America ceased to think in terms of massive retaliation. It was 

clearly recognized that 9 at a time when America and Russia could destroy each other to 

any desired degree 9 the threat of massive retaliatton would be tantamount to a threat of 

murder and suicide. Such a threat might be believable if made by a nation whose very 

existence was at stake in a conflict, but it would not be believable if made by America in 

a conflict in which American interests were at stake but not America's existence, as a 

nation. America, therefore felt t hat for the defence of her national interests she could 

not rely any longer on large bombs and long-range rocketso Therefore she put more and 



not rely any longer on large bombs and long-range rockets. Therefore she put more and mqre 

reliance on highly mobile forces which could be rapidly transported to almost any part 

of t he globe.. It was assumed that, in t he case of an armed conflict, America would send 

troops to the area involved and resist by using atomic bombs against troops in combat,within 

the contested areao In time 9 Americans came to understand well enough that the real aim of 

such a limited war could not be vic ory 9 which clearly, might not be obtainable in every 

case. but rather the exacting of a price from the "enemy"e If America were able to exact 

a price higher than . he price which t he enenw would be prepared to pay, then America 1 s 

capability of fighting a limited war 9 anywhere on the globe, would effectively deter the 

"enemy" from attempting to change the map by force. It was recognized, of course 9 that in 

order to freeze the map America would have to be prepared to pay a price as high as she 

proposed t o exact . both in money and in lives - the lives of the young men who would die 

in the fighting. 

I t was generally taken for granted that the large bombs and the long-range rockets 

would play no role in any of he foreseeable conflicts. They were kept as an insurance for 

the sole purpose of discouraging Russia or China frpm attacking America, by means of such 

large bombs. In this sense. and in this limited sense only, did the large bombs seem to 

serve a useful purpose as a det err ent .. 

No one had any doubt tha t he revolution in Iraq , which caught America by surprise, 

was in fact communist~inspired and America responded promptly by landing troops in the 

Lebanon and Jordan. This ime she was determined t o settle the issue of the control of the 

Middle East and thus to end . once and for all, the threat that Western Europe might be cut 

off from its Mid-East ern oil supply~ Egypt and Syria declared that they would regard an 

invasion of Iraq by American troops as an attack against themselvese Turkish troops were 

poised to move int o Syria , and Russia was concentrating troops on the Turkish border, for 

the purpose of restraining Turkey& 

At this point America proclaimed that she was prepared to send troops into Turkey 9 

to use small atomic bombs against Russian troops on Turkish soil and in hot pursuit 

perhaps also beyond the pre-war Turkish-Russian boundary. 
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It would appear that Russia disliked the prospect of fighting an atomic war on her 

southern border 0 with little assurance that such a war would not spread and finally end 

up in an all~out war ; ra her than to ake t his risk Russia decided to adopt another kind of 

strategye In a Not eo which was kep very short, she proclaimed that she would not resist 

locally~ by force of arms p an American intervention in t he Middle East but would rather 

seek to deter Ameri ca by se · ing a high pricee 

terms of human life bu m errns of property. 

The price would not be set, however, in 

The Russian Note listed t welve American 

cities by namee Russia s a ed tha if American troops crossed over into Iraq she would 

single out one of hese twelve cities, give that city four weeks of warning to permit its 

orderly evacuatio~ .-as well as to allow ime to make arrangements for the feeding and housing 

of refugees ~ and t her eafter he city would be demolished with one single long-range 

rocketo 

The American r eply indicated that for each city that Russia would demolish in 

America, America might demo ish wo cities in Russiaa 

To thiso Russia r eplied in a second Not e - a Note of unprecedent ed length - t hat 

if America were to demolish two cities in Russia for each city that Russia may have 

demolished in America, and if Russia were t o demolish t wo cities in America for each ci y 

t hat America may have demolished in Russia, t hen t he destruction of one city would trigger 

a chain of events which would step by step lead to the destruction of all American as well 

as Russian cities$ Since clear~ America could not possibly want t his result, she may not 

make such a threat of "two for one" and expect it to be believed. Russia, on her part, 

would t olerat e t hat America demolish one Russian cityp in return for Russia having 

demolished one American citye But for each additional city that America might demolish, 

Russia would demolish one and just one additional city in America. 

This second Note made it clear that even though Russia would abide by such a 

principle of "one for one", this di d not mean t hat America would be free to demolish a 

large city in Russ ia in r et urn for a small city demolished in America. What would count 

in this respect, so t he Not e stated , would be the size of the city, as expressed by t he 

number of inhabitants, rat her t han by t he number of square miles covered by the citye 
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Twenty-four hours after this Russian Note was received in Washington, the Division 

of Vital Statistics of t he Vienna Institute issued a document which listed the number of 

inhabitan s of all American and all Russia citiese In their preface the dolphins stated 

that if American troops were o i nvade Iraq and Russia were to demolish one of the twelve 

cities she had a listedp a very undesirable controversy might arise on the issue of which 

American city may be equal o which Russian city unless an authentic list of the number of 

inhabitants was readily available~ 

This document was issued so promptly that it aroused Russ ian suspicion. The Russians 

t hought that somehow the Vienna Ins i ute may have had inside information about Russian 

intentions and thus was able to prepare in advance this list of cities. American and 

British statesmen had so oft en said t hat the Russians were unpredictable that finally 

the Russians themselves came to believe it@ There is no reason 9 however , to think t hat the 

Vienna Instit ut e had any advance i nformation. Ratherp it seems that the dolphins , being 

no inferior in intelligence to the men in Moscow who devised Russia·' s policies , were 

frequently able to predict t he moves t hat Russia would make next. This view is borne out 

by t he few records of he Vienna Ins itute which survived the fire that destroyed 

the Institut e in 1986. 

The second Russian Note caused a turmoil in Washingtono Various groups urged the 

Government that it adopt a rigid policy of demolishing two Russian cit ies for each city 

demolished in America, that it accept t he principle of "one for one", and that it do nothing 

but just keep the Russians guessingg 

At a meeting of the National Securi t y Council several experts expressed the view 

that were Russia actually to demolish one of t he twelve cities she had liste, the public 

would demand that America retaliate by demolishing a large number of Russian cities. 

They said that the Presiden would thus not be able to abide by the principle of "one for one" 

without seriously risking t he defeat of his party at the next elections. The Government 

thereupon asked Gallup t o conduct a poll on an emergency basis. Residents to the thirty 

largest cities were asked whether if Rochester, N.Y., one of the twelve cities named,were 



demolished, America ought to retaliate by demolishing just one Russian city1or whether 

she ought to retaliat e by demolishing more than one Russian city~ To the surprise of the 

Government~ 85% of those who had an opinion declared t hemselves against America demolishing 

more than one Russian city. In retrospect~ t his response does not appear to be so very 

surprising 9 since the people polled very well knew t hat if America were to demolish two 

Russian cities in retaliation for Rochester 0 Russia would demolish one additional American 

city and that additional city mi gh be heir own~ 

Some of t he members of the National Security Council declined to take this poll 

at its face value and said that he peopl e ~ct differently if Rochester were actually 

demolishedo The rather involved psychological argument they cited in support of this view 

was never put t o a t estp howeverp for America did not int ervene militarily in Iraqo 

Within a few days after t he receip of t he first Russian Note which listed the twelve 

cities, people began to r egister in Washington as lobbyists for one or other of the twelve 

cities1and ten days la er t here was not a hot el room to be had in the whole city& It was 

the most powerful lobby that ever hit Washingtono With steadily increasing editorial 

support across the nation, after an initial period of uncertainty 9 this lobby succeeded in 

forcing a re-examina ion of t he whole Mid~Eastern issue. Doubts were raised as to whether 

Western Europe was really in danger of losing its supply of oil 9 since there was no other 

market for mid-eastern oilQ It was said that, while the price of oil from the Middle Eas~ 

could be raised, it could not be raised very much, since it could be replaced by oil from 

the Saharae As t he result of a re~examination of the whole Mid=Eastern issue 9 America 

decided t o withdraw her troops from the Lebanon and Jordan. 

This decision was reached in the face of strenuous opposition on the part of a small, 

but vocal and influent ial group of opint)n makerso There were prophets of doom who 

declared that if America yielded to Russia's threat on this occasion, then from here on 

Russia would be in a position to get her way on any issue ; ..._ she would be in a position 

to change the map at will1 simply by threatening to demolish a limited number of American 

cities~ in case America should try to resist locally, by force of arms .• 



Fortunately0 these prophecies proved to be incorrect. For the time being at least 0 

Russia appeared to be quite sa isfied with the map as it stood. True enough, a number 

of nations in South~East Asia went communist and so did several nations in Africa. On the 

other hand 0 the Communist Government of Iraq broke diplomatic relations with Russia,~ 

protest against Russia 1 s supplying oil at cut~rate prices to Western Europe, thus 

demonstrating once more that he capitalist nations have no monopoly in feuding with 

each othero 

Russia did derive great economic benefit from her decision to forego war. In 

short order, she abolished her air force and her entire navy, including her fleet of 

submarines ; she also reduced her army and retained only a comparatively small number of 

highly mobile units equipped wi h machine guns and light tanks. Russia continued to maintain, 

of course1 a large number of long~range rocka s mounted on trucks and on railroad cars 0 which 

were const~tly moved around 9 along her highways and railroad tracks~ 

As the result of the economies thus achieved, Russia was able to invest 25% of her 

national income in capital goods serving her consumer goods industry and her standard of 

living was increasing at the rate of 8% per annum. Her per capita consumption of meats and 

fats rapidly approached that of America and,as the result,deaths from coronary attacks rose 

very markedly and were approaching the American figures. 

Propaganda-wise the Russians stressed the moral issue involved and made the most of ito 

All over the world Communists and Russians sympathisers proclaimed that wars, which 

initially merely meant the killing of soldiers , but in the end came to mean the wholesale 

killing of civilians ~ men , women and children ~ as well as soldiers, were now a thing of the 

past 0 t hanks to Russia's decision to forego, abrogate and abolish war. They said, over and 

over again 0 that Russia was th~nly truly Christian nation since she alone1 among the 

Great Powers1was upholding the Fifth Commandment. * 

*The possibility that it might be to Russia's advantage to adopt this type of strategy was 

discussed by Szilard in an extensive article which appeared in the February issue of the 

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in 1960. It is not known whether Szilard's article 



elicited any response other than a notice in Newsweek,in America,_and in Crocodile, in 

Russia. Newsweek condensed this article beyond 'recognition and managed to convey the 

impression Szilard had proposed t hat Russia and America ought to demolish each other's 

cities in exchange - to no sensible purposee Taking its information from Newsweeko 

Crocodile suggested in its issue of April 20 9 1960 that Newsweek carry an ad for Szilard 

offering to exchange his room 812 in the Medical Division of Memorial Hospital, New York 9 

for a bed in Ward 6 in the Psychiatric Divisiono Some of his American colleagues 

do remember that Szilard made some prediction concerning the strategy which the Russians 

would adopt if there is no general disarmament 9 but they remember only that he had 

predicted something rather crazy without recalling what it was that he had predictede 

After his deathp Szilard appears to have received some recognitions however 9 on the part 

of his Rus~ian colleaguesp who named a small crater after him - on the back side of the 

moone 

Following the Iraq crisis there arose two rival schools of thoughtin America and 

both had about equal influence in Washington 9 

One of these held that America ought to follow Russia's example and counter any 

threat of Russian#aggressionqby the threat of demolishing a strictly limited number of 

Russian cities& Having embraced such a policy, America should then cut down on her arms 

expenditure by reducing the Army~ Navy and the Air Forceo 

The other school argued t hat operating with the threat of demolishing cities would 

favor Russia rather than Americav because the American Government was more responsible to 

the will of the people and the people did not like to see their cities demolished. They 

urged therefore an all=ou effort to develop an anti-missile missile, capable of destroying 

incoming Russian rocket s in flighte They explained that a defence system based on 

such missiles could nullify the Russian strategy of demolishing cities and thus restore 

America's ability to deter Russian aggression through limited wars. On the ground that the 

development of such a missile was imminent, they advocated that America maintain a military 

establishment capable of transporting highly mobile units by air to any part of the globee 
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They stressed that as soon as America was capable of protecting her cities from long-range 

rockets 9 her capability of using atomic bombs against troops in combat would enable her 

to freeze t he sta us quo. 

The Presi dent's Science Adv±sory Committee took a dim view of the development of 

an effective anti-missile miss ile defence system but in t he end t he views of the Department 

of Defense prevailed ; thus 0 an appropriation of $20 billion per year for the development 

of such a defence system was included in the Budget and unanimously passed by Congresse 

Pending t he compl etion of he development of the ant i - missile missile system, 

America continued a dual policy of maintaining long-range rockets and also a combat~ready 

military force capable of figh ing local warss Since maintaining such a dual system was 

costlyv America had an arms budget of aro~ $60 billion. This cut down the amount invested 

in capital ,goods serving the consumer goods indust ry to J% of t he national income and 

slowed the rise in the standard of living to about 1% per annume Such a stagnation in the 

standar d of living was not deemed to be a very serious detrimentv however 9 since the 

standard of living was high enough as it stood ; moreover, a high defence expenditure 

was regarded as an insurance against t he possibility of a recessione 

The depression which hit America in 1975 began with unemployment in the construction 

industry,which subsequently spread t o other industriese In the hope of induc ing the 

Federal Government to finance large-scale construction, in the second year of the depression 
~ 
~truction industry established a lobby in Washington. But, in spite of large- scale 

Federal construction 9 t here was no marked economic improvement by 1979, at the time when 

the I r anian upheavals occurred . 

The Gover nment r esponded t o these upheavals by promptly proclaiming that if Russia 

should send troops into I ran, America would not fight her in the contested area
1
but 1instead, 

two Russian cities of about one million each wo,uld be demolished, after receiving four 

weeks of war ni ng. Americans underst ood fully that should Russia actually invade Iran not 

only Russia but also America would lose two cities. It was generally felt however that, 

because of the large-scale unemployment prevailing in the construction industry , America 

would be in a position t o rebuild 9 in short order, the cities which she might losee 
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The Government ' s proclamation had strong support in Congress. It would be 
~/ 

uncalled for(to attribute this to the influence of the lobby of the construction industry. 

Undoubtedly Congressmen realized that1 with the development of the anti-missile missile 

still lagging
1
the Government had no other recourse but to adopt the "Russian Strategy". 

Moreover . t here was some reason to believe that Russia might not be willing to sacrifice 

two cities for t he sake of I ran. 

In fact , Russia did not send troops into Iran. Whether she refrained from doing so 

because she would have lost two of her cities or whether she never really had any serious 

intentions of militarily intervening in Iran ~ may be regarded today as debatable. At that 

time , however , the pr ess in America stressed t hat the Russians had an emotional attitude 

towards property and abhorred the destruction of property , particularly public property 6 

They also stressed that the loss of a city would mean~Russia than just t he loss of 

property, that i t would disrupt the social fabric and cause dislocations which the 

precariously balanced Russian social system could not easily stand. 

The Iranian incident was followed by a period of quiet and many people began to 

believe that the strategic stalemate had reached a stage where it was virtually stable . 

The map appeared to be f rozen, at least in the sense that such changes as came about came 

about t hrough genuine i nt ernal revolutions and no nation sent its troops across t he 

frontier of another nation in an attempt to increase the territory under its control. 

Around 1980 t here appeared , however , a new kind of instability. As the Russian 

rockets increased in numbers and became capable of carrying larger bombs the situation of 

the Unit ed Kingdom, France , Germany , Italy and Japan became precarious. Up to then , these 

nations had based their security on rockets which were constantly moved around within their 

territory. Rockets are guided by delicate instruments , however , which are ruined if the 

rockets get badly shaken up. All these count ries were small
1

and had Russia exploded about 

one-fourth of her rockets in a sudden attack say over France and Germany , the French and 

German rockets would have been so badly shaken up that neither of these two countries would 

have been capable of striking a count er- blow. In these circumstances , all the atomic 
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nations , with the exception of America, Russia and China, felt compelled to shift their 

defence,from land based rockets1to rockets based on submarines-equipped for the launching 

of rockets. This solved t he problem of surprise attack with which these nations were faced, 

but - as we shall presently see ~ it created a new problem for the world. 

Just at t hat time when the na ions were thus converting to "submarine defence" there 

was political tension caused by the situation in Japan 1in the Pacific, and by the situation 

in Germany1 in Europe. In part as a result of the high tariffs which America had 

promulgated to balance her high military budget , Japan found herself in economic difficulties 

which swept the Japanese militaris s into office. The power of China blocked the possibility 

of a Japanese adventure in Sout h- East Asia , but Japan , having built up a powerful navy, 

could have moved into the Philippines if America had lost her ability to protect those 

islands. Thus Japan . while potentially explosive , was , for the time being, bottled up. 

The same was true also of Germany. By t his time all Germans were united on a single 

political objective ; t hey all wanted the territories lost to Poland,at the end of the 

Second World War, returned to Germany. 

Fears were growing bot h in America and in Russia that one day a bomb might be launched 

from a German or a Japanese submarine and destroy , say, an American city. Since the identity 

of the attacker would remain concealed America might counter-attack Russia, with the 

inevitable result that Russia would counter- attack America. 

To what extent such fears were justified is difficult to say , but it is certain 

that if Russia and America had mutually destroyed each other , this would have left both 

Germany and Japan in a much better position to pursue their peii~ieal aspirations. (The 

reader may recall that during the Second World War, a few days after Germany went to war 

against Russia . t here was an attack from the air against the Hungarian city of Kaschau. 

The Hungarians examined the bomb fragments and found that the bombs were of Russian 

manufacture. As we know today. the bombs were dropped by the German Air Force to create 

the impression that Russia was the attacker and of thus to induce Hungary to declare war 

on Russia. This ruse was successful.) 

Apprehensions reached such a level that wealthy Americans went to live in Arizona 

and New Mexico . where t hey built l uxurious homes. equipped with air conditioned shelters 
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capable of storing a year's supply of food1 and with attics1 complete with machine guns 

mounted in the windows. Many Americans transferred funds to Switzerland and this movement 

of funds reached such proportions that Swiss banks ceased t o pay interest on deposits and 

levied a 2$ annual "carrying charge". This flight of capital forced America to raise the 

price of gold. Ostensibly America did this in order to render economic help to South 

Africa where ,as the result of a revolution, an all-black government took over , which America 

was quick to recognize. In fact 9 however 9 the chief beneficiary of t he rise in the gold 

price was Russia , which up to then r efrained from exporting gold at t he prevailing low prices 1 

and had begun to line the walls of her public toilets with sheets of gold 9 in token 

fulfilment of a prophecy once made by Lenin. 

By 1985 there was strong sentiment in America for general and total disarmament, 

whereas Russia was more in favor of controlled arms limitations and appeared to be 

reluctant ~o accept general and total disarmament unt il such ~ime as it would be possible 

to set up an int ernational armed forc e under the Unit ed Nations1 which would guarantee the 

stat us quo. 

In this respect p t he situation was t hus quite similar to what it had been in 1960, 

except that the positions of America and Russia were now reversed. 

In other respects p howeve~ t he situation of the world was quite different from 

what it had been in 1960 . and t his different must be kept very much in mind1 lest we 

over- estimat e t he rol e of the dolphi ns in t he achievement of general Mid :i••aai~ 

13 tmp3::oee disarmament. This writer agrees with the generally accepted view that, without 

t he intellectual guidance of t he dolphins , it would not have been possible for the 

Government s t o reach agreement on arms control in 1986. I am not prepared,however , 

to concede that such an agreement could have been concluded between the Powers as early 

as 19601 if t he advice of t he dolphins had been available at that time. 

Since the main object of t his dissertation is to evaluate the role which the dolphins 

played in bringing about peace , it is necessary at this point to examine three things. 

(a) The reasons why earlier efforts failed to bring about disarmament and t o 

rid t he world of t he bomb . 
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(b) To what extent the failure to reach an agreement on disarmament in 1960 

was due to faulty thinkings and to what extent it was due to the unfavorable 

world sit uation. 

(c) How the world situa ion changed between 1960 and 19851 and to what extent this 

change facil i tated t he eaching of an agreement on disarmament. 

(a) 
~ 

Why the earl y efforts rn!ed • 

The ftrst disarmament conference of the League of Nations convened in 1925. It 

so happened that Albert Einstein passed through Geneva during this conference and when 

they discovered his presences r eporters asked him how he was impresse~~ progress. the 

conference was making. 11What would you t hinkD 11 Einst ein asked 'about a meeting a town 

council which is convened because an increasing number of people are knifed to death each 

night in drunken brawls1 and which proceeds to discuss how long and how sharp shall be the 

knife that the inhabitant s of t he city may be permitted to carry?" After a somewhat 

shocked silence, one of t he reporters asked ~instein 11 Do you mean to convey that the 

disarmament conference is bound to fail ?11 Einst ein said 
1 

"Yes D I do." 

In 1934 t here was a proposal before the disarmament conference of the League of 

Nations in Geneva to outlaw bombing from the air. This proposal was rejected by Britain. 

Anthony Eden 9 at that time still a civil servant, acted as the spokesman for his 

Government. He stat ed that His Majesty'~ Government would not be a party to an agreement 

which would make it illegal to drop bombs from the air 9 because the only practical way 

of deterring the unruly tribes on the northern frontier of India from making forays into 

Indian t erritory1 was to destroy , if need be , t heir mud huts through bombing from the air. 

(some Americans seem to have r ecalled this incident in the 1960's. At that time Russia 

proposed that the Powers should each pledge themselves not to use atomic bombs against a 

nation 1unless that nation used atomic bombs against them1 and America rejected this proposal 

on t he ground t hat r efraining from using atomic bombs might 1 in certain circumstances1 put 

her to a military disadvantageo ) 

The first negotiations aimed at international control of the bomb centered around 

the Baruch Plan. The outlook for a success of these negotiations was never very bright1 but 

while these negotiations were still in progress, many Amer icans had already arrived at the 



conclusion that as long as America had the bomb, and Russia did not, the best way to 

deter Russia from intervening militarily in Europe was for America to hold on to the bomb 

and to threaten massive retaliation against the cities of Russia. 

A policy which calls for the dropping of bombs on Russian cities and the killing 

of men9 women and children 9 in retaliation for Russian military intervention in Western 

Europe p was of course difficult t o justify from a moral point of view, particularly if 

one simultaneously proclaimed that the Russian Government was not responsive to the wishes 

of t he Russian people. No objection could be raised, however, to such a policy on the 

grounds of expediency 9 as long as Russia was unable to strike back1 and the policy advisors 

of the American Government concluded hat America should hold on to the bomb p for the time 

being p but that she ought to be willing to give it up when Russia would come into 

possession of the bomb and the threat of massive retaliation would thus lose its 

effectiveness . 

It did not occur to any of these advisers 1at t hat time1that it might be possible 

to use atomic bombs as a tactical weapon against troops in combat~ __. thus America 's 

willingness to give up the bomb by a certain date came to depend on the single issue 1of just 

how long Russia would take to develop the bombs In his book "Speaking Frankly" James Byrnes 

relates t hat when h~~etary of State and the negotiations on t he Baruch Plan began1 

he went to considerable trouble to find out how long it would take before Russia would 

have the bomb. From the bes advice he could get he concluded that this would take 
l~~ 

between 7 and 15 years. He added that this estimate~ based on the assumption of fairly 

rapid reconstruction after the war and that because reconstruction was in fact slower 

than anticipated , his estimate of 7 to 15 years ought to be revised upward rather than 

downward. 

The first Russian atomic bombs was in fact detonated four years after Hiroshima. 

In 1945 and 1946 the atomic scientists who developed t he bomb went to great trouble 

to convice the American Government that Russia would t ake no longer than five years to 

get the bomb. This view was opposed 9 howevere by the brass hats1 who had administered the 

development of the bomb1 and their views prevailed with the Government. 
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(b) Why did the disarmament negotiations fail in the 1960's? 

In 1960 Russi a proposed that he nations agree to general and complete disarmament, 

that such disarmament be put into effect within a few years and that, as a first step 9 all 

rockets and all other means suitable for t he delivery of bombs be destroyed. The Russian 

proposal was not acceptabl e to America, eit her as it stood , or even as a basis for 

discussion& 

Russia blamed America's reluctance to go along wit h any of her proposals on the 

influence of militarists and arms prpfiteers but, even if such influences may have played 

a certain role. they hardly played a dec isive role. That t he Army and Navy would not have 

cherished being drastically cut down in size is certain. but it was customary in America 

for generals and admirals to look forward to an early retirement. Many of those who retired 

accepted the chairmanship of t he board of directors of one company or another at a ten-fold 

increase of their salary. Thus 9 it would not have been difficult to compensate the "brass", 

if drastic cutbacks had made t heir early retirement necessary , by making suitable 

arr angements for them. 

Some Americans wer e fearful t hat drastic cutbacks in defence expenditure might 

trigger a major recession ; they held that even though means to forestall such a recession 

were at hand , no one could be certain that these means would be applied in time and on an 

adequate scale. 

These apprehens i ons could not have blocked disarmament, however , except for the fac t 

that most people in America 9 including many men of good will, had serious doubts - on two 

scores - about the Russian proposals ~ they doubted whether disarmament was feasible and, 

more import ant, they doubted whether it was desirable. 

Thus Walter Lippmann , for instance, wrote in his column on June 30, 1960 : " ••• there 

is good reason to think that ••• the Soviet aim of total disarmament is almost certainly 

impossible and also undesirable ••• There is nothing we can do about the Soviet aim except 

to say that if total disarmament could be achieved the disorders in the world would 

probably be very great." Despairing of the possibility of disarmament, Lippmann suggested 

t hat the Americans say to the Russians ~ "On the critical issue of the big lethal weapons 
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let us both base our security on developing invulnerable deterrents. Let this understanding 

that we will do this be our agreement. Then let us negotiate about saving money by 

reducing other components of military power ." 

Most of those Americans who thought that disarmament would not be feasible1 did so 

because they could not see any way of maki ng sure that Russia would not secretly hide a 

large number of bombs and rocketso As we know today, the difficulties of instituting 

safeguards agains secret evas~ons were grossly over-estimated in the 1960 1 s ; people did 

not understand at that time he true nature of this problem and also they tended to look to 

pedestrian met hods for t he solutions of an unprecedented problem. 

But why did so many men of good will in America doubt that disarmament was desirable? 

Even though this was no explicityly stated by the Russians at that time, Americans 

generally assumed that virtually to al disarmament would mean a world in which there would 

be no bombs or rockets, no air forces or navies and no mobile heavy equipment,such as 

heavy tanks and gunse "sbo~/ 1 t rnachine guns could/b~ectively eliminated 

and . even though in a disarmed world. all ar mies would be disbanded and military service 

abolished 9 improvised armies equi pped with machine guns could spring up so to speak over 

night. 

Both America and Russi a would have been secure in such a disarmed world, for neither 

of these two countries could have been conquered by an improved army equipped with machine 

guns. Moreover , even in a disarmed world, America and Russia would have been strong enough 

to exercise a measure of con rol over their neighbours. Apparently this would have 

satisfied Russia in 1960, but it did not1at that time1 satisfy America. 

Americans asked what would happed if a North Korean Army equipped with machine guns 

were to march into South Korea ; what would happen if North Viet-Nam were to attack 

Sout h Viet-Nam; could the Chinese not invade Formosa with barges mounting machine guns? 

For a few years after t he Second World War these areas were of some importance to 

America from the strategic point of view. Even though they would have had no strategic 

importance
1
either i n the long-range rocket stage of the atomic stalemate, or in a virtually 

totally disarmed world. t he loss of these areas would have meant a serious blow to 

American pr estige and self confidence. Legal commitments can sometimes be abrogated 
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but it is not so easy to get out of moral commitments. 

It might well be true that American prestige was at stake only because America 

foolishly had engaged he r pres ige ~ but 1as matters stood in 19601any military disengagement 

in the contested areas in t he Far East would have had to be preceded by a disengagement 

of prestige and a disengagement of prestige would have required a political settlement 

with China. In 1960, Chin~was not ready for a political settlement and neither was 

America. 

In 1960 ~ Americans were jus beginning t o ask t hemsel ves how America had gotten into 

such a mess in the Far East. I is probably fair to say that this would not have happened 

had the Chinese Gover nment been seated in the Security Council of the United Nations , 

in accordance wit h the Charter~ as soon as it achieved full control over the mainland. 

At the end of t he Second World War 9 Korea had been divided1 by the stroke of the 

pen1 into North Korea and South Kor ea. Neither of these two t erritories accepted this 

division with good grace and bot h wanted to unify Korea , if necessary by force of arms. 

America furnished arms t o South Kor ea and Russia furnished arms to North Korea$ When 

North Korean troops crossed the 38t h Parallel and penetrated deeply into South Korea ~ 

America decided to land troops in Sout h Korea. This intervention was given the semblance 

of great er respectability by a vote taken in t he Security Council which permitted the 

intervention to take place under t he flag of the Unit ed Nations. Had China been seated 

in the Security Council - as she ought to have been - she would have vetoed such 

intervention by the Unit ed Nations. Presumably t his would not have prevent ed the Unit ed 

States herself from intervening ~ but it is almost certain that, in that case, t he United 

States would have had to satisfy her self with pushing the North Korean troops out of South 

Korea ; t roops fighting under the American flag could not have crossed the 38th Parallel 

without flagrantly violating t he Unit ed Nations Charter. 

The troops, fighting under t he flag of the United Nations, did cross the 38t h 

Parallel and fought t heir way all t he way up t o the Yalu River which forms the boundary 

between North Korea and China . It was at this point that China intervened and there 

ensued a war bet ween China and t he Unit ed Nations which the United Nations was not able 

to wine 



It may be well to remember at this point that when t he United Nations was organized1 

it was set up as an ins ·rument that was supposed to maintain the peace among all nations,as 

long as the Great Powers acted 2n concert with each other to this endG In order to exclude 

the possibility that the United Nations might get involved in a war which it would be unable 

to win 9 the Char er provided that he United Nations may apply sanctions involving armed 

action only with the concurring votes of the five permanent members of the Security 

Council. 

Even though there were numerous attemp s to use the United Nations for purposes 

other than that for which i was intended, and all of these weakened the United Nations, the 

worst of these was the at empt to unify Korea by sending troops under the flag of the 

United Nations into South Korea and ordering them to cross the 38th Parallel into North 

Morea . 

This led 9 among other things 0 to a hostile attitude on the part of Americans 

towards China, because many of us find it difficult to forgive those to whom we have done 

After the Korean War, America opposed the seating of China in the United Nations and 

she adopted a policy of 1No Speak' t owards China. By 1960 most Americans seem to have 

realized the foolishness of such a policy. bu apparently they found themselves powerless 

to change it. 

Szilard's diary, recently r eprinted by Simon & Schuster, contains an entry made in 
d.ML 

1960 to the effect that he ~ not know personally anyone who still thought that America 

ought to persist in opposing the seating of China in the United Nations. In flagrant 

contrast to this. virtually all of those who ran for elected office1 in that year1 went on 

~ record against the seating of ChinaG 

This is not so surprising, as it might seem, if one recalls to what extent the 

American two~party system favors minority rule. A few percent of the voters who feel 

strongly enough on an issue, to be willing t o throw their vote1 on that single issue1 from 

the Democratic to the Republican candidate or vice versa, may well be in the position to 

determine which of the two candidates shall win. This explains why under the American 
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political system , a minority may force its will on the nation as a whole. Thus America's 

long-sustained opposition to the seating of China in the UN was forced upon her by an 

emotional minority of the voters 1representing less than 5% of the votes. 

America never actually changed her vote on the issue of the seating of China in the 

United Nations but , in 1975 . she allowed herself to be out-voted by a two-thirds majority 

in the General Assembly.* That the dolphins had anything to do with bringing this about 
--~----------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------

*Footnote : This outcome of the voting was partly due to some of the neutral members, such 

as Austria, who changed their previous vote . and partly to the newly-admitted African 

nations who, in the absence of American and Russian pressure , voted in an unpredictable 

fashion. 

was not suspected at the time,for people did not know that the dolphins interfered in 

American politics and exerted influence through the American Research Foundation. 

This Foundation derived its income from the Amruss Corporation and its income 

exceeded that of the Ford Foundation twenty-fold. The trustees of the Foundation served on 

a part-time basis , without salary. Membership of the General Advisory Board of the 

Foundation was, however , a full-time job , carrying a salary of $200 ,000 a year - for l i fe -

and when , in the course of the years . the Advisory Board was built up to full strength its 

membership consisted of twenty distinguished politicians, Democrats and Republicans about 

equal in number. 

The first politician to join the Advisory Board was Peter Douglas 1who became 

Secretary of State when the new Administration took office - following the 1972 elections. 

Douglas, who was irrevocably committed to opposing the seating of China in the UN , resigned 

his position as Secretary of State in June 1973 to accept a life membership on the Advisory 

Board. His successor in office was Roger Knowland*, a Californian, who was also strongly 

*Footnote : No relation of t he late Senator William Knowland. 

opposed to the seating of China. He, in turn . resigned his office in February 1974 to join 

the Advisory Board. His successor as Secretary of State , Milton Land , former Senator from 

Massachusetts , did not share the views of his predecessors and apparently he made no effort~ 
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to prevent the seating of China in the UN. 

According to the charter of the American Research Foundation, the General Advisory 

Board wielded great power . for its recommendations were supposed to be binding on the Board 

of Trustees. However, the charter also specified that these recommendations must be passed 

by a unanimous vote and i t seems that no resolution ._. ever passed the Advisory Board by 

unanimous vote. While this must have been rather frustrating to its members , there is no 

record of anyone ever having resigned from the General Advisory Bo~rd. 

It is quite evident - in retrospect - that membership in the Advisory Board had 

never been offered by the Foundation to any Cabinet officer or any member of the Senate who 

pursued,or supported,a construct ive foreign policy. It should be borne in mind. however , 

that only in the light of subsequent events does it become evident ~SJChd disp to , whether 

a foreign policy is constructive or not. 

In the circumstances , the world might well have remained unaware of the role which 

the dolphins played in American politics , except for the revelations contained in Alex 

Gamov 8 s "Conversations with Pi Omega Ro" , (Harper & Brothers , lOth edition 1998, New York 

N.Y.) . which covers the two years immediately preceeding the establishment of the Foundation. 

There was a time when people thought that the discussions reporte~Conversations~ 
uHh Pi 0 ~ Ro4 were transcripts of the conversations which staff members of the Vienna 

Institute had with Pi Omega Ro. In view of the inconsistencies discovered, this view is 

probably no longer tenable , and today it is regarded as more likely that Gamov reconstructed 

these conversations from memory. 

As the reader may recall . Gamov had been a member of the staff of the Vienna 

Institute who had married the sister of one of his American colleagues , and did not return 

in 1986 to Russia , but joined the Salk Institute in La Jolla , California. Upon his retire-

ment , ten years later , he began t o write the "Conversations". 

In this book he relates that the dolphins , who grasped mathematics , chemistry , 

physics and biology with ease , found it difficult to comprehend America's social and politicaJ 

system. The American staff members whose task it was to explain America to Pi Omega Ro got 

at times so exasperated,by the questions asked by this dolphin 4that they asked Gamov , who 

spoke flawless English , to come to their rescue. 
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Thus , on on~ccasion , Pi Omega Ro asked whether it would be correct to assume that 

Americans were free to say what they think1 because they did not think what they were not free 

to say. On another occasion 0 he asked whether it would be correct to say that an honest 

politician was a man who had to fool himself in order to be able to fool others . When Pi 

Omega Ro became interested in foundations he wanted to know everything about them 0 including 

the legal technicalities of their tax exemption. Upon being informed that a tax-exempt 

foundation may not spend its funds to influence legislation but it may spend them on 

education , he asked whether this implied that in America education did not influence legis-

lation . 

Pi Omega Ro was puzzled why money, which would otherwise be taxed away and~o to the 

Treasury 9 should be permitted to go to foundations , when obviously foundations never did 

any-thing worthwhile except what the government was doing anyway, and in many cases was 

doing better. He regarded the by-laws of the foundations . which provided that grants for 

research pr~jects be allocated by the trustees by a simple ma j ority vote o as an ingeniously 

contrived device to make certain that no imaginative project ever gets approved. "Let us 

assume, for the sake of argument" so he argued "that one-third of the trustees are men endowed 

with imagination and two-thirds of them are not so endowed. Does not the majority vote then 

automatically bar any imaginative project? And even if we accept as the basic tenet of true 

democracy , that one moron is as good as one genius - is it necessary to go one step further 

and to hold that two morons are better than one genius?" 

These conversations must be regarded as authentic, in spite of the doubts which were 

raised by some of those who knew Gamov at La Jolla. Their observation that Pi Omega Ro 1 s sense 

of humour showed a remarkable resemblance to Gamov 1 s own sense of humour is of no relevance, 

since his long association with Pi Omega Ro may well have colored Gamov's own sense of humour. 
II As a matter of fact o the "Conversations is the only document that provides us with a key to 

the understanding of the following important points~ 

(a) The peculiar voting procedure through which the Foundation allocated grants to 

research projects 0 submitted to the trustees; 

(b) The establishment by the Foundation of a large number of highly paid 

Fellowships. granted for life; 
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(c) The voting procedures through which the members of the National Academy selected the 

' candidates for these life fellowships; 

(d) The evol~tion of a leisured class composed of the Fellows of the Foundation; 

(e) The fact that so many of the Fellows persistently gave financial support, frequently 

amounting to half of their salary . to certain key members of the Senate and of the 

House of Representatives ; 

(f) The role which the Fellows of the Foundation piayed in the .passage of the 24th 

Constitutional Amendment, whi ch established a highly paid federal civil service for 

high school teachers. 

Since these points - important though they ~re - do not bear directly on the issues of 

disarmament and peace , I am relegating their further discussion to a Note which is appended 

to this dissertation (see Appendix). For a full discussion the reader is referred to 

"The ·American Research Foundation" third edition, 1997 , Simon & Schuster , New York , N.Y. 

The Changes in the Far East and in Europe 

By 1960, it was clear to all who did not choose to shut their eyes that the Chinese 

Communists would be saecessful in building up their economy and that China was destined to play 

a major role in the modern world. What was really novel and unique about China was not so much 

that China had a Communist government but that she had a government. In 1960, the ultimate 

success of the Chinese build up was not as yet assured, however. It was clear that the 

Chinese would be able to greatly raise production , but it was not as yet clear whether they 

would succeed in getting the rate of population increase under control - at the time when this 

would become necessary. Had they failed in this, no amount of economic progress, within the 

limits of the obtainable, could have appreciably raised their standard of living. It is anyone': 

guess whether China would have succeeded in solving her population problem, had it not been for 

the replacement of much of her r~ce diet by a diet of Amruss. 

When the Chinese population became stationary, the standard of living in China began to 

rise rapidly and, with increasing prosperity, there was an increase in China's expansionist 

tendencies. This is quite understandable , even though it is the exact opposite of what people 

had generally predicted. All individuals and nations who believe that they are in the 

possession of the truth are in a sense dangerous and in this sense, for a while, China became 
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dangerouso 

But, just as the vigor of British imperialism persisted only as long as the 

English thought that by extending their system to other nations, they could bring 

them happiness and prosperity, thus also the expansionist tendencies of China 

persisted only until the Chinese realized their inability to bring about a betterment 

of the lot of the Indianso 

It is curious that , of all nations, India should play this role or bringing 

disenchantment to imperialismo It is even more curious that she should do so twice 

within this century and under such different circumstances. No one has done more to 

disenchant British imperialism than Gandhi and he did it because he was the incarnation 

of the highest virtues of the Indianso The disenchantment that India brought to 

China, however, was not due to any virtues, but rather to the absence of virtues. 

' When India became Communist . China went all out . ~o make Communism in India 

a successo After fifteen years of Communist rule in India. it began to dawn on 

the Chinese , however, that the success of their own regime in China may have been 

to a large extent due to the civic virtues of the Chinese which were totally 

lacking in India. The recognition of this greatly increased China's national 

pride. and at the same time, it decreased her zeal to extend her political and 

economic system to .._ other nations. 

The American attitude towards China started to change even prior to 19751 

when China was seated in the United Nations. Soon after China became an atomic 

power. there was a marked change in the American attitude on the issue of the islands 

of Quemoy and Matsu. Up to that time . for reasons of expediency. the press 

urged the Chinese Nationalists to hold on to these islands. Afterwards, however. 

it was said. with increasing frequency 9 that it would be morally wrong for 

America to encourage the Nationalists to persist in the occupation of these 

islands. 
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The major changes came however after 1980 , when, after Chiang Kai-Shek 1 s 

untimely death , the "Formosa for Formosans" movement began to gather strength 

rather rapidly. Formosa had been sepa~ated from China for two gen~rations 

and Formosans liked neither the Chinese en the mainland nor those who had 

recently come to Formosa from the mainlando There were rumours that the 

American Government secretly encouraged the "Formosa for Formosans" 

movement ; there is no evidence , however , that any Government funds 

were in fact involved , even t hough funds for cultural activities may 

have come from private sources in the U~ited States , such as the Rockefeller 

Cousins Fund. 

After a while , the situation became rather uncomfortable for the 

remnants of the Chinese Nationalists and most of them wanted to leave 

Formosa. China , which had a severe shortage of clerical workers, 

offered asylum to all those born on the Mainland; a law enacted by 

Congress made it possible for those of them who wanted to come to America 
~ 

to do so, provided they 1 1 tt~uei +>k z 11 s not to take up residence in 

California. 

Most people expected that China would thereafter occupy Formosa 

but China appeared to have somehow lost interest in that island.~ ~is :a~ 

Apparently, the Chinese came to look upon the native Formosans as 

semi-barbarians. The Americans, the English, the Germans and the 
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Russians were always regarded as barbarians by the Chinese whereas the 

Japanese were looked upon as semi- civilised. Formosa had been under 

Japanese rule for two generations , which left its mark, and the 

Chinese came to regard the native Formosans as no more civilised than 

the Japanesee More important than their active dislike of the 

Formosans _may have been 7 however, the drastically changed outlook 

of the Chinese towards their own political and economic system. 

But whatever the most important reason may have been, 

it certainly became manifest t hat China was not interested in 

Formosa any longer and this set the stage for the possibility of 

a political settlement in the Far East, based on the freezing of 

the map in South East Asia. 

At the same time , however , a political settlement in Europe 

appeared to be as far off as ever. In Germany, united since 1980, 

the Social Democrats , being the largest party in Parliament, were 

in office. But there were four parties holding seats in the German 

Parliament and the position of the Government was precarious. All 

Germans were united in their determination to recover from Poland 

the territories •.rhich Germany lost to her at the end of the Second 

World War, but there was violent disagreement between the political 

parties, as to the method of accomplishing this... The Social 

Democrats and the Christian Democrats wanted to force 

Poland to return these territories to Germany , 
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through negotiations1 conducted under such economic pressure as Germany was now capable of 

bringing to bear. The People 1 s Party ~ however o (which had been rapidly increasing in 

strength in the years prior to he raising of the gold price and came to control 45% of 

the votes in Parliament) advocated he use of force - if necessary. 

Poland had made i abundantly clear t hat she would in no circumstances attempt 

to fight a war on he Polish~German border and that if German troops were to invade her 

territory she would exac a high price from Germany by demolishing two German cities1 of an 

as yet unspecified size, for every 10 miles depth of penetration of her territory by 

German troops. Following Russia vs classic exampl.e p she proclaimed that she would not 

retaliate1 if Germany demolished no more han one Polish city of equal size for every city 

demolished by Poland. 

Poland did not possess a that time any submarines 1 capable of firing rocketso 

About half of the Polish rocket bases were located in the eastern provinces of Poland; 

the o her half 9 however 9 were located on Russian territory$ 

The People 's Party advocated that G~rmany should resort to force and should be 

willing to pay whatever price may be set by the Poles. They argued that Germans being 

industrious, as well as prosperous 9 would be in a better position to rebuild their cities 

than would be the Poles. They cont ended that the return of former German territories 

was no a matter which could be discussed in terms of loss
1
or acquisition,of property 9 

because it was essential to he spiritual int egrit y of the German Nation~ 

This was the situation in t he world
1
in 19851 wben the dolphins called an informal 

conference to discuss the possibility of disarmament. As one may recall, this was the 

year in which America was forced to raise the price of gold and in which a great famine 

occurred in India 9 which was mainly due to a collapse of the Indian transportation system. 

In order to be able to appraise the contribution made by this conference to the 

achievement of disarmament 9 it is necessary to recall the political thinking that prevailed 

on this subject at that time. This thinking is reflected in articles which appeared over 

a period of years in t he Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist, mainly by American 9 Russian and 
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Chinese authors. 

In these articles
1
American •uthors were inclined to favor general and total 

disarmament a They t ook it more or l ess for granted that a world disarmed down to 

machine guns would be a world of peace 9 but they were less certain about the feasibility 

of such disarmament . Many Americans held the view t hat there would be no way to make 

reasonably certain that bombs and rockets1which a nation might want to hide1could be 

detectede 

The Russian authorso while in principle in favor of general and total disarmament9 

took t he position that such disa mament must follow rather t han precede the establishment 

of an in ernational armed force1capabl e of pr otecting the security of smaller nations such 

as Polande The Russians point ed ou t hat even jf all heavier weapons were eliminated 

and all armies were disbanded1 in he western countries as well as in Russia, an 

improvised German army equipped with machine guns could spring up so to speak overnight. 

If such a Ger man army were to invade Poland ~ Russia, having disbanded her own army, would 

be unable t o prot ect her. 

No American author favored he establishment of an international armed force 1 

presumably because they all assumed t hat such an armed force would be set up under t he 

Unit ed Nations where America might be out-voted. 

In those years America had been forced more and more often to use her veto in the 
~ Security Council. The Russians frequently accused America of misusing 0.. veto, but no 

Russian has ever been able to define the difference between the use of the veto and the 

misuse of it s Also1Russia sometimes deprived America of her right to the veto by 

managing to shift t he controversial -issue- under the 8Uniting for Peace' resolution- to 

the General Assembly o wher e Russia was frequently able to count on a two-thirds votes 

Some American authors suggest ed that, in place of setting up an international armed 

force 9 t he nations of t he world should enter into a covenant and pledge themselves to apply 
k u stringent economic sanctions against an aggressors 

Russian authors expressed doubt as to whether nations who entered into such a 

covenant would live up to t heir commitments if, by doing so, they would have to pay a high 
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price in terms of their own economic welfare. The Russians pointed out that when Italy 

attacked Abysinnia1it proved to be impossible to embargo the supply of oil to Italy, 

because the oil in eres sin Amer i ca were opposed to America's participation in such an 

embargoe They reminded the Americans that when Japan attacked China, the United States 

continued to supply oil and scrap iron t o Japan and that she stopped the supply of oil1 only 

when she deemed it to be in her int erest to enter the Second World War herself. With an eye 

on Europe. more t han any other con ·i nen , the Russians stressed again and again that . while 

Germany was economically integrated with Western Europe . politically she was not; they 

stressed that Western Europe was polit ically incapable of restraining Germany from taking 

armed action against Poland , and t hat Western Europe could not apply economic sanctions 

against Germany
1

without sufferings aggering economic losseso 

The Special Disarmament Number of he Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists of June 1985 

contained a number of remarkably lucid ar ticles by American, Chinese and Russian authorso 

Those who read t hese articles today gain the very definite impression that the Americans 

were willing to go much further owards total disarmament than were the Russians. The 

Russians were willing t o consider controlled arms limitations1 the idea being that, in 

return for a total elimination of all submarines capable of launching rockets , America. 

Russia and China would cut down the number of their long-range rockets and bombs below the 

shake~up level of the small at omic countriess Apparently, this was as far as they were 

willing to go - in the absence of a r eliable world security system~ 

The Americans wanted to go much further. They stressed that the problem that the 

bomb posed to the wor ld could be solved only by eliminating the possibility of war between 

the Great Powers and that the kind of controlled arms limitations which the Russians 

favored would not accomplish t hiso They drew a sharp distinction between controlled arms 

limitations, of the kind which the Russians had in mind, and virtually total disarmament 

which would eliminate t he possibility of war between the Great Powers. In a major article . 

a distinguished Chinese scientist took the position that if the nations each retained 

legitimately a certain number of bombs and rockets, this ought not to be objectionable/as 

long as these are retained only as an insurance against a surprise attack that might be 
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launched against them by some o her nat ion that has illegally and secretly retained a 

substantial number of bombs and rockets. The dividing line between controlled arms 

limitations and genuine di sarmament is set - so this Chinese pointed out ~ not so much by 
~ 

the number of bombs and rockets which the nat ions may be permitted to retain 1-.t by the 

purpose for which these bombs and rockets are retained. Even if the number legally retained 

is substantial~ this would still be perfectly compatible with genuine disarmament1 as long as 

the bombs and rockets are r e a ined merely as an insurance. But if they are retained in 

order to be used as a threat
1
which might deter other nations from pursuing their legitimate 1 

or illegitimate
1
aspirations 9 hen heir retention would defeat the purpose of genuine 

disarmament~~ the abrogat i on of waro 

This bpecial Number of t he Bulletin accurately reflected the general setting of the 

political ideas on the subjec of disarmament1prevailing at the time the conference was 

convened by the Vienna Instit u eo 

The dolphins invited t o t his conference mostly Russians , Americans and Chinese who 

~~-~rnments on policy,but did not hold any formal governmental position. 

Because of the slow process of coding and de~coding, which the communications with the 
~ 

dolphins in~e dolphins did not propose to participate in the actual meetings. It 

was planned 9 however~ that t he meetings would adjourn 1from time to time 1to permit the staff 

of the Institute to consult he dolphins. 

Because of the political t ension in Europe, the conference was generally regarded in 

Russia as badly timed and g up to t he very last minute,it was uncertain whether the Russians 

would participate in the conference. However, the Russians did come, and they came in time 

t o permit t he conference to start on schedule. 

The agenda of the conference called for informal discussions of the working papers 

which would be submitt ed from time to time by the Instituteo These informal discussions 

were scheduled to last two weeks and to be followed by an intermission of ten days' duration. 

The members of the conference were supposed to spend these t~ days in the Semmering 

Mountains1conversing with each other unencumbered by any agenda. 

The key note of the conference was set by a document prepared under the guidance of 

the dolphins, which was circulated in advance of the conferencee 
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This 'Introduction' took t he position that in previous negotiations concerned with 
L~ ~~ 

the problem of disarmament , 4 f bile major difficulties]encountered auu '••• klu :iltet 

~ the nations did were apprehensive of secret violations of the 

agreement. These difficulties appeared insurmountable at the time of the ill-fated 

Geneva negotiations of l9601because people were thinking in terms of an agreement to which 

Russia , America, a s well a s t he other Gr eat Powers would be irrevocably connnittede If this 

were the case, t hen ·he agr eement would have t o spell out in detail the methods of inspection, 

to which all nations must submita Possible secret evasions are almost innumerable, 

however 9 and as t ime wen on t her e would ar ise new ways of evasiont1which were not previously 
T~ 

apparent. ~-~ ~ in 1960 many Americans had doubted that there would be any way 

for America t o make sure t ha Rus s i a would not retain a large number of bombs and rockets, 

hidden away in secret . 

The 'Int roductions stressed t hat it lies in the very nature of an agreement providing 

f or arms limitat ions , that it could r emain in force only as long as Russia, America and 

China each want ed to keep i in f orce & Therefore 1the agreement would not be weakened by 

giving these t hree nations, and perhaps also to the other permanent members of the Security 

Council, the legal right t o abrogat e the agreement at any time, and without cause. Quite on 

the contrary, t he agreement would in fact be strengthened by giving the Great Powers such a 

right to abrogate , because in t hat case t here would be no need to spell out in the agreement 

any specific measur es of inspection~ Instead, it would then be understood that if Russia 9 

for instance , were unable t o convince America that there were no major evasions on her 

territory, America would have no choice but to abrogate the agreement. The same would, 

of course 9 hold in the rever se for Russia. If the problem is presented in this manner, 

then clearly t he issue is no longer what rights of inspection America should demand from 

Russia or Russia from America, but rat her in what manner Russia might choose to convince 

America t hat t here wer e no secret evasions on her territory1and in what manner America 

might choose to convince Russiae 

When the meet ing convened , the st aff proposed, that in order to simplify the 

discussion 9 t he conference ~ make certain assumptions - for the sake of argument. In 
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particular1it was proposed that an agreement providing for virtually complete disarmament 

be assumed,for the sake of argument 9 and t hat t her e be discussed1on this basis1 in what 

manner Russia and America could onvince each ot her that t he agreement would not be 

secretly evaded. 

This proposal encountered opposition f rom some of the Russians ; they said thato 

since virtually total disarmamen· would not be acceptable t o Russia, a discussion of the 

topic proposed by t he Ins titu e would be a sheer waste of t imec Thereupon 9 the meeting was 

su~pended to permit the Russians to discuss this point among t hemselves. When the meeting 

reconvened a Russian spokesman r eiterated hat total disarmament would not be acceptable 

to Russia1under prevailing world condit i ons1but he said that the Russian members of the 

conference would have no objection o assuming t he opposite - for the sake of argument -

and they would be willing to discuss on t hat basis the feasibility of total disarmament. 

The major~ty of the Russian members werepf cour se 1scientists1who were accustomed to 

dealing wit h abstractions and o the clarification of issues through discussions,~ 

based on premises that wer e accepted mer ely for the sake of argument. 

As the discussion got under way 9 t he Russians made it clear that in the case of 

virtually total disarmament 9 where there would be no military secrets left to be safeguarded 9 

Russia would have no ob j ec ion to admitting as many foreign inspectors to her territory as 

appeared desirable to America or to any other nation. 

At this point some of t he Americans expressed doubt whether Russia could convince 

America t hat she had not hidden rockets or bombs in subst antial numbers, even if she were to 

admit foreign inspectors in practically unlimited numbers. If the Russian Government 

wan ed to hide bombs and rockets 9 so t hese Americans point ed out p as long as she had the 

wholehearted cooperation of her scientists or engineers in such an endeavor 9 America could 

not be sure that foreign inspectors would be able to discover the bombs and rockets that 

may be hidden$ 
~ 

lfzt bids po:l:MI "the meeting was/adjourned for a day to permit the Russians and 

Americans to discuss among themselves t he issues that had been raised. 
1¥'./,~J 
~(the meet ing r econvened, t he Russians presented a new approach to the problem. 



They said that if a disarmament agreemen~ providing for general and complete disarmamentp 

were concluded1then Russia may r eassu e America on the issue of secret eva$ions by adopting 

a novel approach 9 as follows g When t he agreement is signed and published the President 

of the Council of Ministers shall address he Russian people and , above allp Russian 

engineers and scientists, over radio, televis~on and through the newspapers. He shall 

explain why t he Russian Gover nment had entered into this agreement and why it wished to keep 

i itl:ds.ffl!iilbsiP,j in force. He shall make it clear that any secret violation of the agreement 

would endanger the agreement and t hat he Russian Government would not condone ~ation • 
~~fftMi!JUM!I\~ 1R If such violations did occur p as they well may~ they would have to be 

regarded as the work of over-zealous subor dinates1 whose comprehension of Russia's true 

interests was rather limi ed. In these circumstancesp it shall be the patriotic duty of 

Russian citizens in general, and Russian scientists and engineers in particular 9 to report 

any secret violations of t he agreement to an agent of the International Control Commission~ 

In addi ion o having the satisfaction of fulfilling a patriotic 

dutyp the informant shall receive an award of $1 million from the Russian Government. A 

recipient of such an Awar d.who wished to enjoy his wealth by living a life of leisure and 

luxury abroad 9 shall be permitted to leave Russia with his family. 

The Russians point ed out that 9 by repeating the same thesis over and over again, as 

they well ~ to do 9 the Russ ian Government could create at atmosphere which would 

virtually guarant ee hat Russ ian scien ists and engineers would come forward to report secret 

violations. 

The Russians proposed t hat agen s of the International Control Commission might 

main a in es ablishments in all Russian cities 1and that they might maintain several 

establishments in the larger cities ~ An informant could simply walk into such an establish-

ment with his whole family and make a deposition. If the International Control Commission 

held that the informat ion revealed a violation of the agreement1then the Russian Government 

would at once deposit the award of $1 million with the Commission. This sum would be returned 

to Russia if the information later on turned out to have been invalid 0 but the burden 

of proof would be on the Russian Government. 
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The Russians thought that most Russian informants would prefer to remain in Russia. 

They should be free to remain, but in t hat case they would be required to report their 

whereabouts to t he Con rol Commission once every six months 9 in order to satisfy the 

Commission that they had no been arrested or shot. Each time they report they would 

receive an ins alment of the million dollar awarde 

The Russians made i clear ha the arres and shooting of an informant ought to be 

classed as a violation of he disarmament agreement and that the reporting of this type 

of violation ough to rat e an award of $1 million ~ payable by the Russian Government. 

The response of he Americans to his Russian approach was very enthusiastice 

The Americans reminded he confer ence t hat 9 in 1949 9 Niels Bohr had addressed a letter to 

the Unit ed Nations in which he stressed t he danger t hat t he bomb posed to the world and 

recommended 110penness 11 in order o combat t his danger 9 and said that the proposal of the 

Russians appeared to f it in well with 11 0penness 11
o 

The Americans said hat hey would favor America adopting the same approach for 

reassuring Russia on possi bl e secr et violationsQ They said that the Presiden would never 

condone such violations bu t ha , he possibility of such violations cannot be ruled out, 

since they might well be kept secret from the President. They also said that an award 

of $1 million would be almost meani ngless in America . income tax being what it~. unless 

the Treasury issued a ruling t ha such awards would free from tax. They did not doubt . 

however . that t he Treaury could be prevailed upon to issue such a ruling. 

The Americans also said they would recommend that every boat and plane capable of 

carrying a bomb across t he Atlantic or t he Pacific should carry a team of inspectors on 

board in or der to r eassure Russ ia and Chi na that these planes or ships did not carry any 

illici bombs . 

Towards t he end of the session the Russians cautioned against undue optimism on the 

issue of detecting secr et viola ions. They said that. under the prevailing world 

conditions, Russia would undoubt edly want to retain bombs and rockets in her defence ; 

these would have to be moved about on trucks and railroad cars and their location would 

represent an important military secret that needed to be safeguardede For the time being 9 
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Russia would not be able therefore to embrace "Openness' 1since this might permit 

information regarding the loca ion of her rockets to leak oute 

This ended t he discussion on i nstituting safeguards against secret evasions of the 

disarmament agreement - in the case of vi ually total disarmament. The issue of what 

safeguards might be adequa e in the case of controlled arms limitations was to be the topic 

of the next sess~on. 

In preparation f or hat sess~on 0 t he dol phins had the Institute prepare a memorandum 

entitled 11 0n Inspecting t he Inspectors" . It assumed t hat as a first step all nations 

would destroy all bombs and rocke s 1in excess of a certain agreed upon number1which would 

be legi imately r e ained,at least for the ime being~ I t further assumed that as far as 

Russia, America and China were concerned the number of bombs and rockets legitimately 

ret ained would be reduced below the shake~up level of the smaller nations1and that all 

submarines capable of firing rockets would be destroyed. The memorandum proposed that 

trains and trucks of any nation which carried rockets 1~ also carry an international 

team of inspectors, but agents of ' he National government would watch the members of the 

team in order o make certain they did not communicate the current location of the 

r ockets. 7f It was assumed that a sufficient number of rocket tracing stations would be 
~6-t.-~4, 

set up all over the world 1so t ha if a rocket were launched these stat~onS wottld{tocate 

the origin of t he ro ket and thereby identify the natipn responsible for the attack. If 

the government of hat nation disclaimed responsib}lity for t he attack and blamed the 
"t.(M..~M ~ c:n1.. ~ ol ~I 

at ack on).a uniden ified1mobile rocket unit~ 1 then the teams of international inspectorsp 

assigned to the various rocket units, would be in a position to exonerate the innocent 

rocket ~ 

~hus one could identifylby elimination,the particular rocket unit that fired the 

rocket, and those responsible could then be brought to justice. 

The memorandum poin ed ou t hat t he teams of international inspectors assigned to 

a rocket unit would also serve as a marker1and any would-be informant would know that a 

rocket unit that was not so marked was an illegitimate unit. 

The memorandum stressed that even if the number of bombs and rockets,which initially 
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the nations were permitted to ret ain were very large, the further reduction of these numbers 

would be easy to police 9 because international inspectors could witness the destruction 

of each bomb and rocket. 

How fast the init ially r et ained number of rockets and bombs would be reduced would 

have to depend on the wishes of th~ationskarticipati~ · •1 1 fih•u••eni &@!li eo an• 

The reduction would have t o t ake pl ace st ep by st ep and the magnitude of each step, as well 

as the t iming of each step,would have t o be agreed upon from time to time. 

The memorandum warned that t he conclusion of such a di,sarmament agreement would not 

per se eliminate the danger of war 9 unless it might prove possible to make a transition 

from t he st at e of controlled ar ms l imit at ion t o genuine disarmament rather fast. Just how 

fast this transition could t ake place would depend on the solution of the political 

problems.which would be discussed during t he second part of the conference. 

This memorandum was t horoughly discussed by the conference and as the discussion 

progressed the Americans began to show some uneasiness. They did not doubt that secret 

violat i ons of the agreement would be det ected if the approach of "Openness", which the 

Russians had earlier proposed , wer e adopted, but they were not so sure whether America 

would in fact abrogate an agreement, even if rather serious violations were discovered. 

The Russians remarked that they were prepared to deal with the difficulties arising from the 

American~ distrust~he Russian Government, but that at this point the trouble seemed 

to come from the fact that the Americans did not trust their own government. 

Much of the ensuing discussion revolved around the problem of abrogation and 

finally the meeting was adjourned to permit the staff to consult the dolphins on this 

subject. These consultations resulted in a "Working Paper" which was presented to the 

conference1when it reconvened. It started out from the premise that the right to 

abrogate could obviously not be retained by every nation. Moreover, the Great Powers 

who retain the right to abrogate must not be forced to choose between tolerating 

violations of the agreement and abrogating the agreement in toto. The Working Paper 

proposed that the transition from controlled arms limitations to virtually total 

disarmament go through ten predetermined stages. The transition from a higher arms 

level t o a lower level1was to be brought about through a majority decision of the 



Security Council , with the concurring vote of the five permanent members of the Council. 

An 11abrogation' would reverse this process and raise the level of arms from the prevailing 

stage to one of the higher stagesG Any of t he permanent members of the Security Council 

was to have the righ to 11 abrogate 11 and thereby to determine to which one of the higher 

stages s specified in the agreemen , the world must reverte 

The Working Paper proposed hat a certain fraction of the amounts saved by the 

nations in arms costs. go to a fund. the Fund for Compensations. If nations who did not 

retain he right to abroga e, were to violate the agreement, they could then be effectively 

restrained by economic sanctions , because the nations putting into effect such sanctions 

could be, and would be 9 compensated by he Fund, for such economic losses as they them

selves would suffere 

When subsequently, in 1986 ~ after six months of bickering - the inter-governmental 

negotia ions on disarmament became deadlocked , someone drew the attention of the 

negotiators to this working paper and when it became apparent that its recommendations 

were acceptable to all t he nations involved, the deadlock was resolvedo 

The second part of the Vienna Conference,which convened when the participants 

returned from the Semmering, was regarded, in a sense, as a flop , because the political 

situa ion in Europe made discussions of a political settlement appear to be purely 

academic. 

A Blue Book,prepared by the staff in consultation with the dolphins, was placed 

before the Conference when it convened. I t analysed the sit uation in Europe and 

it attributed t he difficulties to the fact that the political structure in Europe 

did in no way r eflec the economic interdependence of the nations of Europe. It 

suggest ed t hat if Germany were not only economically but also politically integrated in 

Europe . Europe would pose no greater problem to the world than any of the other continents. 

The dolphins took a dim view of the possibility of bringing about political 

integration of Europe through the creation of supra~national political agencies. Instead, 

they proposed a method of political integration which could be carried out gradually, 

step by step, and could start out for instance with the integration of France and Germany. 
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As a first step, Germany would be r epresent ed i n France, in the Parliament of the Seventh 

Republic, by delegates who would have 5% of the total votes. Similarly, France would be 

represented in the German Parliament by del ega es having 5% of the total votes. In 

subsequent years these r epr esentations could increase step by step, in a predetermined 

fashion 9 until t hey migh amoun to 25% of the vot es in both Parliament s. 

In much t he same manner, so the dolphins though • through mut ual represen ation 

of t he nations in each other 1 s Parliament 9 he whole of Western Esrope could be 

politically integratedo 

This proposal of t he d lphins was received with much scepticism by the conference. 

I t was point ed out that while such a proposal might be r eceived enthusiastically in 

France, it would have no chance of being passed by t he German Parliament . There, it 

would be opposed by he People's Party, controlling 45% of t he votes, and would thus 

fall far short of t he r equired two-thirds majority. Those who read the transcript of the 

confer enqe •· 1-.~=J~S• may no ice, t hat t he Chinese and t he Americans were much more vocal 

in expressing t hese misgivings than were the Russians , who seemed to be in a somewhat 

subdued and pensive mood ; i is doubtful , however , whether this difference was noticed 

at the time of the confer enceo 

The conference , havi ng run out of t opics that could be usefully discussed, closed 

one week earlier t han scheduled. 

Governmental negotiat ions on disarmament started about ~nths after the close 

of the Vienna Conference. They di d not evoke much enthusiasm in Russia and in America. 

Americans were generally lukewarm oward t hem beca11se they could have at best achieved 

controlled arms l imitations,which would not eliminat e the possibilit y of war between 

t he Great Powers ; the Russians had misgivings that world public opinion might push them 

furt her towards total disarmament t han t hey fel t t hey ought t o go. The fears of the 

Russians proved to be groundless, inasmuch as the agreement aaRe}saea closely followed the 

line that the Russians had taken at t he Vienna Conference. The agreement reduced the 

number of rockets and bombs, to be r etained by America, China and Russia, below the 

shake- up level ofthe smaller nations,and it did eliminate all submarines, capable of firing 



rockets. It left, however, Russia, America and China each1 in the possession of 500 long-

range rockets, capable of carrying 10 megaton clean hydrogen bombs. Of course, the 

agreement also fixed t he number of r ocke s and bombs which the other nations were permitted 

to retai ns 

The nat i ons were abl e o r educe t heir arms expendit ure somewhat v as the result of 

this agreements but they wer e obliged to pay a good port ion of what they saved in arms 

~'W'n"- -cost into t he ~~ompensa i on o set up under t he provi sions of the agreement. 
\ 

The agreement did not of f er much hope t hat general and virtually complete 

disarmamen· would be achieved i n ~he pr edict able futuree True enough the agreement defined 

t he st ages 9 ten in numbert t hr ough whi h t he world could go from stage 1 9 the initial arms 

level, to t he virtually compl e e di sarmamen of stage lOa But the determination of 

when the t ransit ion from one s· ·age to he next lower st age should take place1 was left 

to the Security Counci l wher e Rus si a had he veto 9 and t here was no way of telling when 9 

if ever . any furt her progres s towards disarmament might take placee 

Then . three months aft er t he rat ificat ion of the agreement 9 Russia suddenly 

offered to cede to Poland each year over a 25-year period 0 strips of territory 3 to 10 

miles wide along Poland 1 s eas ern border, if Poland would cede year by year similar 

strips of t err itory to Germany. on her west ern border. Poland declared herself willing 

t o accept such a swi ch1but demanded a compensat ion of $25 9 000 for each Polish family 

who had t o be relocat e. This would have meant an outlay of $100 billion 9 payable over a 

period of 25 years 0 or abou $4 billion a year. 

The Fund f or Compensation 9 set up by the agreement o would have been able to take 

on t his load without much difficulty . but this would have required approval by the 

Assembly and many nations were outraged by Poland's demand 9 which th~egarded as black-

mailo 

St ill . in t he end 9 the Assembly did approve and since not even the Germans are 

prepared to go to war . for something t hey can get without war, the approval of the 

Assembly split the People's Party in the German Parliament. Half of its members seceded 

from t he part y and joined t he other part ies in Parliament in voting for the constitutional 

amendment which seated delegates f r om France in the German Parliament. 



The constitutional amendment provided for French representation in the German 

Parliament, initially amounting to 5~ and - after a lapse of a period of 3 years -

amounting to lO~g of he total vo es. 

With the adoption of his amendment the danger that the People's Party might 

gain a majori y in the German Parliamen· r eceeded and one year later t he Security 

Council voted 9 with all five permanent members concurring , to reduce the arms level from 

stage one o stage four. Within five years t he arms level was down to stage seven. 

The reduction of arms cos did not amount to very much in the case of Russia, 

since Russia had based her defence almost exclusively on long-range rockets v but it 

was very substantial in the case of America. It has always been taken for granted 

that when ~isarmamen makes a substan ial r eduction in arms cost possible there will be 

a great increase in a i d o under~developed countries. What happened was exactly the 

opposite. Americans felt tha ·, after a long period of stagnation 9 the time had come 

tq increase the standard of livingo There was a substantial reduction in taxes and 

wages went up . The annual income of t he average American family jumped up by about 

$1500. In the first f ive years following ratification of the disarmament agreement 

Congress failed to appropriat e any funds for foreign aid. There was retained a modest 

point 4 program1on paper 9 bu since higher education had steadily deteriorated, America 

was in no ppsition to send any engineers or physicians abroad. 

Russia had retained the si~hour working week but had increased the annual 

paid vacation o three mon hs and was in the process of trying to extend the vacation 

period to four monthso) 

~ussia con inued to loan funds to under-developed nations even after the 

ratification of t he disarmamen agreement but she charged 5% on such loans. Russia 

also continued to make available to under-developed natio~rvices of her engineers 

and physicians 9 and this was being done on a large scale. But the after the conclusion 

of the disarmament agreement, Russia began to charge for these services, what the market 

would bear. jf'While the events of the decade that followed general disarmament are of great 

historical interest 9 they do not come within the scope of this dissertation1which has 

as its sole object the eval uation of t he contribution that the dolphins made towards the 
I 



establishment of peace, and the dolphins faded out of the picture soon after 

the conclusion of the disarmamen agreement. 

A week after t he arms level was reduced to stage seven1 a virus epidemic broke out 

among the dolphins at the Vienna Ins i ute and one of the dolphins after another died. 

Two weeks after the death of the last dolphin 9 a fire broke out in the library of the 

Institute 9 which destroyed mos of he books and~ with a very few exceptions 9 all of the 

records$ Thereafter 9 he Russ ans and he Americans 9 who composed the staff of the 

Institu e? decided to abandon Vienna and to re urn o their homeland. The Amruss 

porporation which had financed ·he work of he Instit ute in the later years of its 

operationo remained in existence 9 however. con inued to collectroyalties from the sale 

of Amruss and distribu ed i ·S income o various research institutions. 

The decision of disbanding .he laboratories of the Vienna Insti ute was regarded 

as a major blow to science and was grea ly deplored all over the world. The Russian and 

the Ameri.can scientists who re urned home were able to continue their work in the Crimea 

and in California respectively, where new research institutes were set up to accommodate 

t hem. In the years that followed these institutes turned out work which was in no way 

inferior to he work of the Vienna Ins itu e. H0 wever , neither the Russian nor the 

American scientists, who returned home , attempted again to communicate with dolphinso 

Nor was any other interna ional research project set up to emulate the work of the Vienna 

Insti ute with dolphins, even · hough suggestions to set up such a project on a broader 

international basis were made by he Bri ish, French , Italian and Chinese Governments. 

The German Governmen p howev r 9 est ablished a very large research institute in 

Munich on a purely national basis, with t he aim of continuing the work of the Vienna 

Ins itu e with dolphins. This ins i ut e was staffed entirely with German biologists and, 

inasmuch as the funds were provided by the German Government alone1 it was deemed proper 

that the resul s of the work should benefit Germany only. The Director of the Munich 

Institute announced tha t he results from experiments initiated by the staff themselves 

would be published 9 but hat experiment s undertaken on the advice of the dolphins and 

information relating o the dolphins hemselves, would come under the Official Secrets 

Act. 
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From the very first year of its existence, the Munich Institute published 

papers on a great variety of scientific subjects, many of them rather voluminouse All 

of them were published under the name of the scientists who performed the experiments 

and no credit was given to any dolphin. While all of this work was respectable and some 

of it quite informative, none of it was extraordinaryo 

In the fifth year of the operation of t he Munich Institute, one of the members of 

the staff was sued for divorce by his wifee During t he ensuring court wrangle, which 

was exceedingly bit er, the wife testified that, in addition to his salary from the 

Munich Institute, her husband derived an about equal amount of income as a consultant from 

the Amruss Corporation. She said, on the witness stand, t hat in the third year of the 

operation of t he Munich Insti ute, here was some talk that the Director might resign, 

t hat the Institute might be dissolved and that t he st~ff might be transferred to various 

research institutions in Frankfurt 9 Goe ingen, Cologne or Leipzig, all of which were much 

less pleasant places to live than Munich. At that time t here were rumours that the 

staff had found it impossible to learn t he language of the dol phi ns , that t hey came to 

doubt that t he dolphi ns had a language that could be learned and t hat all of t he experiments 

carried out by t he staff represent ed the efforts of the st aff themselves. She testified 

that, at that time , t he Director and other staff members of the Instit ute including her 

husband, were approached by the Amruss Corporation and wer e offered consult antships1 each 

at a retainer equalli.ng his salary from the Institute - on condition that the Institute 

would remain in operation. Asked why the Amruss Corporation would want to do t his , she 

said that she would not know. 

These proceedings in court attracted considerable attention in Munich, where it 

has been noted pr eviously that he staf of t he Munich Institute appeared to live above 

t heir means. 

· Soon ther eaft er the Sena e Committee on Internal Security got into t he act and t hey 

sub-poenaed several of the former staff members of t he Vienna Institut e who had returned to 

Americas A minor st ir was creat ed when all of these men pleaded the Fifth Amendment, 

but since they were not suspected of being Communists, there was no attempt to cite them 
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for contempta Some columnis s chided t he scientists and sided with the Congressional 

Conunittee 0 but most of the o hers stressed t hat refusing o t estify for fear of self-

incrimination could 1n no way be construed as an admission of guilt. 

There wer e of course t hose who qu~s ioned whether t he Vi enna Inst itu e had in 

fact been able to comrnunica e with dolphins and whet her the dolphins were in any ~ 

responsibl e f or he conspicuous ach~evements of the Vi enna Institute. They were unable 9 

however p to c i e any r eason why he scientists would wan t o give the credit to t he 

dolphins,unl ess such credit was in fact due o t he dolphins~ 

An article t hat appeared in he Universi~ of Chicago Law Journal indulged i n 

some speculation · o t he effec t ha.t 0 according to American law 0 pat ents have to be taken 

out in the name of t he inventors and all pa ents applied for by the Amruss Corporation 

named dolphins as i nven orse Had it been es ablished that the inventions were made not 

by the dolphins1but by t he staff members 0 t hese valuable patent s would have been declared 

invali d in court. 

America being a free country 0 any one can of course think and say wha he pleases 0 

but i t is di fficul o see how he Vienna Inst i t ut e could have accomplished as much as it 

did1 if it hadn' t been able t o draw on more t han mer el y the knowledge and wisdom of the 

Russi an and American scientis s who composed i t s staffe 

THE END 
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APPENDIX 

The Operations of the American Research Foundation 

Apart from "staffing" the General Advisory Board, probably the most impor · ant 

operation of the Foundation was the introduction of a novel method for supporting basic 

research in science through t he grant ing of highly endowed life~term fellowships. 

The Foundation asked the Nat ional Academy of Sciences to select ~ as early in life as 

possible ~ young men who were genuinely in erested in science and possessed both he 

originality and critical abiliti es which creative work in sc ience demands. Those 

selected1received from t he Foundat i on a salary of $40,000 a year ~ for lifes If 

they spent any part of their sal ary, up to half, on their own research work9 the 

Foundation would match t heir cont ribution ~to onee Thus 9 if ·a young man 

decided to live on $20 9000 and invest yearly $20,000 in his own research he had a 

research budget of $120 9000 available f or his worke If t hree such young men 

teamed upp they had at their disposal a research budget of $360 9 000 ~ as long as each 

of t hem was willing to live on his remaining sal ary of $209000 per year . 

Any of these Fellows
1
or any group of them,were free to select any Uni versity 

as a place for their work and if they were acc?ptable t o that Universit y t hen t he 
~U;,S~· 

Foundation would build~ laborat ories fo~~. In an at tempt t o a t ract Fel l ows of 

the Foundation, Universities tried very hard to create conditions which would be congenial 

to them. In this endeavor 9 some Universities were more successful t han others1 and abou 

half of the Fellows congregated at seven Universities. Most of the Fellows settled in t he 

Boston area1 or on the West Coast. , 
~ 

When the creation of these fellowships was first announced, t her e were~ctions 
that few of the Fellows would be likely to part with a substantial fract ion of heir 

salary for the sake of spending it on their research work, and that most of them would 

instead elect to lead an idle life of luxury. In part, t hese predictions ~e~~ 

correct. In the first years of the operation of the fellowships only ~ one third) 

spent part of their salary on their research and claimed a matching contribut ion from t he 
~ Foundation1~irds of t he Fellows lived in idlenesss;r>The Foundat i on did no seem 
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to mind this. Those who lived in idleness did not cost the Foundation very muchs they did 

not clutter up any laboratories with t heir equipment and their papers did not clutter up the 

scientific periodicals. The Foundation took the position that the work of those Fellows who 

chose to live in idleness would at best have been mediocre D had they been kept at work 

through "external" incentives. Thus o he loss to science was small. Science benefited 

greatly from the work of the other Fellows , for these were free to tackle problems which 

held no promise of immediate results o but offered a chance - though not necessarily a high 

one - of leading to fundamental insights. 

In the course of a generation 0 the number of Fellows who failed to spend part of 

their salary on their research work dropped from two- thirds to about one- third. This 

shift came about as the result of the specific mode of selection of the Fellows.~or a 

young man to receive a fellowship f r om the Foundat ion he had to receive the vote of three 

members of the National Academy of Sciences. Each member of the Academy had a limited 

number of votes which he could "spend" in any given year D and when a member spent the votes 

allotted to hims t hen in that year he had no influence on the selection of additional 

Fellows. 

At; 68is fHJiM'6 H h R8eessa1y bo reM:!:llEi iM nsei:O! bhaL friar to their selecting 

the Fellows for the Founda ion , members of the National Academy had no other function but 

to elect additional members. Since membership of the Academy lent respectability to a 

scientist such membership was sough after mainly by those who aspired to be respectable. 

Thus D the one characteristic that all members of the National Academy had in common was 

respectability. Fortunately s respectability and scientific creativity are not mutually 

exclusive and therefore the membership of the National Academy included quite a number of 

creative scientists. Generally speaking . these were inclined to keep in fairly close touch 

with each other , and they were largely responsible for the selection of those 

Fellows who subsequently made good. These were the Fellows s who subsequently 

became members of the National Academy1 because the other Fellows , who 

chose to live a life of idleness , did not bother to write any papers and 
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the respectability of a scientist was adjudged more on the basis of the number of papers 

he published than anything elseo Accordingly, within a generation, the proportion of 

creative scientists among the members of the Academy increased quite considerably and thiso 

in turnp reflected itself in a greatly improved selection of the Fellowso 

The research budget placed at the disposal of a Fellow by the Foundation did not 

exceed $120 0 000 and even if several of such Fellows teamed up ~t budget fell,on 

occasion1 short of the budget which was necessary for the project which they wanted to 

tackle. In cases of this sort, the Fellows could apply for a special grant to the 

trustees of the Foundationo """" The Foundation had twenty trustees and allocated grants ~ 

the amount of $200 million a year for such ~~'-L projectso Any three trustees who 
~ approved of certain projects were free to allocate to those projects their~which 

amounted to $30 millione If a given project demanded a larger sum,then more than three 

of the trustees had to team upe Once a trustee allocated his share 1in any given year1 
then he had· in that year no further voice in the allocation of grantse In retrospect, 

it is possible to say that about one~third of the trustees were imaginative men and the 

r emaining two~thirds were not 0 and accordingly about two=thirds of the grants were wastedo 

Stillo compared to other Foundations 0 this may well be considered as a highly satisfactory 

resulto 

The main reason why Europe was so much more successful in basic science1 in the first 

half of this century1than America was the different attitude towards leisureo The 

establishment of a system of life fellowships by the American Research Foundation came 

very close to the creation of a leisured class and the attitude of these Fellows towards 

leisure came very close to the traditional attitude of European scientists towards leisureo 

Those of the Fellows who were successful in science usually worked very hard for periods 

of time1but occasionally they took a year off from their work and took interest in some fielc 

of science,other than their owno or even in politicse On the average 0 the Fellows who 

were successful in their own work took off from their work about one year in fiveo~t came 

as a surprise to many people, though there is reason to believe that it had been foreseen 

by the dolphins, that a substantial fraction of the Fellows who were successful in their 
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work, also took an active interest in politics. 

Under the te~ms of their appointment they could, if they wished, spend up to half 

~ 
of their salary 1 I I I sg political contributionso Their IMM politilcal contributions 

counted just as much1as their contribution to their own ~ork1inasmuch as ~l~hed 
five to one by the Foundation ~ except of course that the contribution of the Foundation 

could be used only for the expenses of t heir scientific work. This then meant that a 

Fellow1whose yearly political contr ibutions amounted to $20,000 1still had $100,000 -the 

matching contribution of the Foundation \"~' available for his scientific work. Even though, 

as far as political contributions go, the amounts which the Fellows could spend were not 

large, the political influence of the Fellows became1 in time1quite substantialo It would 

appear that these Fellows supported certain key members of the Senate and the House 

persistently over ~ks pe1tea sf a number of years 1which led to the establishment of lasting 

friendships. Because such legislation as these Fellows proposed
1
was emminently reasonable, 

tit Congressmen and Senators who regarded them as ~ friends, were willing to listen to 

them. In genera 11 Congressmen and Senators gained credit, when they introduced bills 

suggested to them by Fellows of the Foundation. 
~J..:rr 

Many of the Fellows were =LIN •'1 1 { the low quality of the high schools in the 

United States. Attempts to improve the high schools piecemeal had been to no avail and 

some of the Fellows began to urge the setting up of a federal system of high schools, in 

competition with the schools maintained by the States, the counties, the cities and the 

churches. They held that only creating a highly paid and highly respected civil service 

for teachers and putting teachers on a par with officers of the Army, Navy and Air Force 

could high school education in the United States be salvaged. They were told that 

because the Constitution reserved education to the States the creation of a federal system 

of high schools could~b~s~p~~~en ·p ,the Constitution. Because the 

Fellows were not ~:1UWIIW 1 ' J!a ey not realize that such a constitutional 

amendment could not possibly pass. They reasoned, wholly without justification, that if 

it had been possible to amend the Constitution in order to keep people from drinking 

alcoholic beverages1 and to amend it again in order to make it possible for people to drink 
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alcoholic beverages, then it ought to be possible to amend the Constitution~er to 

provide the young people of America with the education that they needede The Twenty-Fourth 

Amendment,enabling the Federal Government to set up •n .. g~ .... £.1 high schools was adopted 

in 1986e 
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